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Abstract

A medicine named as Love herbal (LH) fabricated using zingiberaceae fruit (Golobe halmahera) with a very high concentration of IC50 = 6.54 ng/ml [1-6] had been compared with pangi leaf (Pangium edule Reinw) as well as the combination of pangi-LH herbal medicine especially in their functions of stopping the growth of HIV virus inside T Cell with CD 4 in its surface. By using optical spectroscopy techniques of fast Fourier transform infrared (FTIR), photo cells, and gas chromatography mass spectrometer (GCMS), we found their significant differences. Based on our former finding, the inhibition of pangi leaf was 2.19 times larger than that in love herbal medicine [7]. Such pangi leaf medicine has advantages of optical uniqueness behaviors due to \( \text{C=O} \) at 2260 cm\(^{-1} \) which might be closely in conjunction with very strong alkaline function associated with at least 4 compounds of octadecanoic acid (24.6 %), squalene (21.22 %), hexadecanoic acid (15.08 %), and phytol (10.33 %) to kill HIV virus more effectively and safely in human body. The results of our observation under real time photo cells with pure pangi leaf medicine at concentration of 400 to 800 ppm were superior to LH medicine. Such output suggests that pangi leaf medicine is very promising for healing HIV patients in the future applications.
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ARTICLES

I. Introduction

Since the discovery of herbal medicine called as Love herbal (LH) from STIKES Halmahera fabricated using the largest flavonoid content of 6.54 ng/ml found in zingiberaceae fruit or Golobe Halmahera/ Maluku consisted of at least 5 types of such Golobe called in North Maluku province or Galoba in Maluku province, respectively [1-7], many efforts have been conducted by the authors of Mapanawang and Elim to study it particularly associated with its multitasking healing system which was first introduced by [5,6] based on optical behavior and electronic molecular system [8-10] in order to heal various deceases and parasites such as HIV as well as herbal chemotherapy capsule healing system comparable to cisplatin, a common commercial chemotherapy medicine [11]. In the special case of about ~36 years mystery of unsolved problem in healing HIV patience since Prof. Francoise Barre-Sinoussi, the nobel
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winner in 2008 due to her first time discovery of the novel virus in her laboratory study in ~1982, following by many different detail studies from Prof. Dr. Gallo, and his collaborators in 1984 [12-15], ones therefore would like to improve the former invention of LH medicine [1-11] by incorporating a possibility of the use of *pangi* leaf (*Pangium edule Reinw*) herbal medicine.

In this letter, we report for the first time that based on our former discovery in Ref. [11] that due to *pangi* leaf high inhibition of 94.8% in stopping the growth of HIV virus via the photo cells observation, a detail optical properties study of the medicine contents related to its chemical bonding is presented as well as its relationship with gas chromatography mass spectrometer (GCMS) detection of its main compounds content. We found that *pangi* leaf medicine has a great advantage of optical uniqueness behaviors due to **C≡C strong bonding at 2260 cm⁻¹** in comparison with that of LH medicine which might be closely in conjunction with very strong **C≡C alkaline function** in conjunction with at least 4 compounds of (i). octadecanoic acid (24.6 %), (ii). squalene (21.22 %), (iii). hexadecanoic acid (15.08 %), and (iv). phytol (10.33 %) to stop growing HIV parasite virus more effectively and safely in human body.

II. Research Method

The scientific procedure and design to overcome HIV spreading in CD4 of the surface of T cell of human being lymphocyte [16] is depicted in **Fig. 1** by using at least 10 steps of stopping HIV in the inner part of T cells. In this report, we try to provide our best scientific knowledge without our own laboratories expensive equipment which means that one sent the as fabricated herbal medicines to be investigated independently in few professional scientific laboratories located in main cities of Java, Indonesia such as in Jakarta, Bogor, and Serpong, respectively. After a deep thinking and discussion, the authors are then explained all the data based on the way it is.

![Figure 1. A scientific procedure and design to overcome HIV spread in T cell of human being using a herbal medicine fabricated using *pangi* leaf (*Pangium edule Reinw*). There are at least 10 steps to stop growing the HIV viruses inside T cell.](image)

III. Results and Discussion

**Figure 2** describes the chemical bonding spectroscopy of pure *pangi* leaf found in North Maluku/ Sulawesi, Indonesia, and its comparison with a mixture of Golobe Halmahera/ Maluku and *pangi* leaf measured using a Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectrometer, SHIMADZU, Japan of LIPI laboratory, Indonesia. We obtain that *pangi* leaf medicine has a great advantage of optical uniqueness behaviors due to a significant **C≡C strong bonding at 2260 cm⁻¹** in comparison...
with that of LH medicine which might be closely in conjunction with very strong C=\text{C} alkaline function to kill HIV virus without any bad effects in human T cells.

![Figure 2](image)

Figure 2. The FTIR response of future prominent HIV medicine character called as pure pangi medicine with the inhibition percentage is about 2.19 times higher than that in LH [1,11] related to the triple bonding of carbon strong absorption at 2260 cm$^{-1}$.

In investigating on how excellence both types of herbal medicines in curing HIV virus, we carried out a photo cells comparison on the samples in Premata IPB Laboratory, Bogor, West Java province, Indonesia. The results of our real time observation in photo cells with the concentration of 400 to 800 ppm of pure pangi leaf medicine show that more HIV viruses were destroyed in comparison with that of LH medicine as shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, respectively. Moreover, at a high 800 ppm concentration of pure pangi leaf medicine, there were more HIV viruses destroyed in comparison with that of LH medicine. This is in agreement with our former inhibition study in Ref. [8,11] that pangi leaf had 2.19 times larger inhibition than that in LH medicine.

![Figure 3](image)

Figure 3. Photo cells observation on how pangi leaf medicine with different concentrations stopped growing HIV virus. It should be noticed that as the concentration of pangi leaf medicine reached 400 ppm to 800 ppm, the HIV virus were getting destroyed completely.

![Figure 5](image)

Figure 5 shows that there are 15 substances in pangi leaf herbal medicine measured using gas chromatography mass spectrophotometer (GCMS). From the 15 substances, ones discovered there were four significant largest compounds contributing to the medicine healing process especially in handling HIV virus as described in Fig. 4, involving (i). octadecanoic acid (24.6 %), (ii). squalene (21.22 %), (iii). hexadecanoic acid (15.08 %), and (iv). phytol (10.33 %), respectively.
Figure 4. A comparison between the photo cells observation of LH medicine and pangi leaf medicine when both types of herbal medicines were at the same concentration of 800 ppm, the HIV viruses seemed destroyed. However, when ones enlarged the view of the photo cells of LH medicine treatment to HIV virus, there were still some HIV viruses were alive. In this case, the pangi leaf herbal medicine was much better impacts to stop HIV growing, and even completely destroyed it all.

The physical chemistry chemical physics behavior of such complicated compounds associated with C = C strong absorption bonding at $2260 \text{ cm}^{-1}$ as depicted in Fig. 2 was investigated based on a multidisciplinary former works in Ref. [11, 17-21]. These findings are a gateway opportunity to improve future nanochip medicine as illustrated in Ref. [22-23].

Figure 5. Original data of GCMS measurement results of pangi leaf herbal medicine dated on 18th January 2017. There are at least 4 main compounds contributing to the medicine such as octadecanoic acid (24.6 %), squalene (21.22 %), hexadecanoic acid (15.08 %), and phytol (10.33 %), respectively. The original data measured from another professional laboratory was provided as it is just like “a scientist is more important than his excellent equipment”.

IV. Conclusion

In conclusion, a novel prominent herbal medicine fabricated by pangi leaf has been studied using at least three main experiment systems of FTIR chemical bonding, photo cells, and GCMS investigations. We obtained that the herbal medicine is superior to LH medicine due to its high inhibition of 2.19 times larger than LH medicine. Such
superiority was contributed by C≡C strong absorption bonding at 2260 cm\(^{-1}\) in conjunction with 4 largest compounds of (i). octadecanoic acid, (ii). squalene, (iii). hexadecanoic acid, and (iv). Phytol. This discovery is very promising for the future for healing system for HIV patients based on a deeper knowledge of this interesting herbal medicine discovery.
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